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Lecture 1. Probabilistic models for large gaps and fundamen-
tals of locating large gaps

We first analyze several probabilistic models used for predicting the largest gap in a given
sequence of integers. These include the classical Cramér model, Granville’s refinement of
Cramér’s model, and the “random dart” model. We also describe the fundamental ideas
that have been used to prove the existence of large gaps between primes, including the
reduction to the problem of covering in interval by residue classes, the connections to Ja-
cobstal’s function and sieve theory. In particular, we emphasize the importance of bounds
for smooth numbers, re-interpreted as “beating independece” in the sieve.

Lecture 2. New bounds for large gaps between primes, Part I.
Randommethods and weighted sieves

We will describe in some detail two main ingredients in the paper which establishes the
current record for the largest gaps between consecutive primes (Long gaps between consec-
utive prime numbers. Kevin Ford, Ben Green, Sergei Konyagin, James Maynard and and
Terence Tao, J. Amer. Math. Soc., 31 (2018), no. 1, 65–105). The first is the use of a “ran-
dom covering” by residue classes to cover an interval (the importance of this is detailed in
Lecture 1). This random covering sets up a use of a weighted sieve, of the type used with
spectacular success in the study of bounded gaps between primes.
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Lecture 3. New bounds for large gaps between primes, Part II.
Efficient hypergraph covering

The two techniques described in Lecture 2 produce a (random) collection of sparse sets
of primes which are used to complete the covering of an interval. If these sets are chosen
independently, one expects a certain degree of overlap between the sets, which leads to
inefficiency in the covering. In this lecture, we describe how to overcome this and choose
the sets with little overlap using ideas from the theory of efficient hypergraph covering. In
particular, we modify and extend a method of Pippenger and Spencer, based on the Rödl
nibble method, to achieve what we need. We also describe other application of this new
tool.

Lecture 4. Large gaps in sieved sets

All methods for locating large gaps between primes, including the method described in
Lectures 2 and 3, depend heavily on the “smooth number step” described in Lecture 1.
This tool, however, is not available for locating large strings of composite values of f(n),
where f is an irreducible polynomial of degree≥ 2. In this lecture, we describe a completely
new method for locating gaps in sequences which produces non-trivial lower bounds for
such strings. The technique is entirely based on probablistic combinatorics (in particular,
it makes use of the efficient hypergraph covering result from Lecture 3), and uses very little
about primes. Our main theorem applies to locating large gaps in general “1-dimensional
sieved sequences”, and in particular implies that there are consecutive strings of at least
(logX)(log logX)c composite values of f(n)with n ≤ X, where c depends only on the degree
of f. This is joint work with Sergei Konyagin, JamesMaynard, Carl Pomerance and Terence
Tao.
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